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ZEDITIONS
Z-editions is a Belgian brand finding its roots in the lap of De Zetel nv. This company,
originally founded in 1923 and internationally known for its innovative wooden
furniture, is still led by the founding family. The expertise from four generations in
production techniques and design thinking together with a fully equipped, efficient
contemporary production unit in Belgium are the foundation of this ambitious brand.
The aim is to bring people, nature and design together in high quality products.
Z-editions consists of three specific collections addressed to different audiences:
Z-creations, Z-care & Z-classics.

Z-creations is creating its own specific
identity with the focus on the collaboration
with ambitious designers and artists of
which their specific visions, thoughts
and stories result in a collection of
contemporary furniture. We like to call those
products #sitables. Well known designers
such as bOb van Reeth, Luc Vincent, Studio
Segers and others have created their own
coherent series.
Z-care loves to make life comfortable at
any time in a life cycle. We like to be a
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reticent support and facilitate your daily
life by presenting high quality furniture for
intensive use. Quite simple, we care.
Z-classics has already proved it can stand
the test of time. Both, design and innovation
are the ingredients for success in the
future, showing a continuous respect for
the past. Together with a team of designers,
it is our goal to develop furniture which
is compatible with your every day living
environment. The collection is infused with
quality and workmanship.
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Our aim is to create furniture that combines
robustness with design that will remain
fresh and iconic and stand the test of time.
We also like to create together, that is why
architects and interior designers can choose
colours and fabrics so that they can decide
where the emphasis should be placed (to be
compatible with their projects).

ZCREATIONS
Z-creations is the division within Z-editions
focused on creating seating for the hotel and
catering industry and for individual projects.
This important and demanding segment of
the market can reap myriad benefits from
the company’s decades of craftsmanship
and for this reason, Z-creations collaborates
with hand-picked creative talent for product
and interior design.
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Alongside annually launching a selection
of new products, Z-creations has also
emerged as an innovative project partner
and a point of reference for the trade and
designers. The “Z” refers to Gerrit Rietveld’s
zig-zag chair and is a metaphor for the
thought process behind creating equilibrium
between functionality, aesthetics and price.
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MARC TH.
VAN DER
VOORN
Marc Th. van der Voorn is an established
Dutch designer based in Utrecht, working
in the field of product design. His approach
is practical, hands on and collaborative.
Self-initiated projects serve to experiment
with materials and challenge production
processes that frequently find there way
into commercial projects. His experience in
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design, development and practical knowhow make him a dedicated partner.
His aim is to develop consumer products
in collaboration with committed
manufacturers and brands. “Getting to know
my clients is crucial in the design process.
An intensive exchange of knowledge is a
must. A team effort is needed to create a
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remarkable product that stands out”. Many
of Marc’s designs have found there way
to customers around the world and have
been published in international magazines
and trend bibles. As a co-editor he writes
for several blogs and magazines and gives
guest lectures on Art schools, inspiring and
coaching next generation designers.

EPIC
The Epic chair by designer Marc Th. van der

The Epic family is the result of that quest.

Voorn is about perseverance, which resulted
in the distinctive back of the Epic chair. It
literally splits the frame in two. A team of
dedicated craftsmen at Z-editions joined it
sturdy back together. For Marc pushing the
boundaries is what makes the process of
designing fascinating and rewarding. A team
effort is needed to create a remarkable
product that stands out.

The collection comes in oak and can be
partly upholstered (seat) or painted in color,
offering a world of possibilities.
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EPIC KL82 01, EPIC LOUNGE 01, EPIC 01
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EPIC LOUNGE

EPIC 03
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EPIC KL82 03

EPIC THE FAMILY
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EPIC 01

EPIC 03

EPIC LOUNGE 01

EPIC LOUNGE 03

EPIC KL62

EPIC KL62 01

EPIC KL62 03

EPIC KL82

EPIC KL82 01

EPIC KL82 03

DIMENSIONS

EPIC 03

EPIC LOUNGE

KG

EPIC
EPIC 01
EPIC 03
EPIC LOUNGE

83
83
83
73

46
48
47
41

53
53
53
60

48
48
48
57

-

0
0
0
0

6,2
7,7
7,2
6,2

EPIC LOUNGE 01

73

43

60

57

-

0

7,7

EPIC LOUNGE 03

73

42

60

57

-

0

7,2
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KG
EPIC KL62
EPIC KL62 01
EPIC KL62 03
EPIC KL82
EPIC KL82 01
EPIC KL82 03

78
78
78
98
98
98

62
64
63
82
84
83

52
52
52
52
52
52

46
46
46
46
46
46

-

0
0
0
0
0
0

6,7
8,2
7,7
7,3
8,8
8,3

EPIC KL62 03
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EPIC 01, EPIC LOUNGE 01, EPIC KL82 03

#SITABLES

Z-editions
Beverensestraat 33
B-8850 Ardooie
T +32 (0) 51 48 09 60
F +32 (0) 51 74 69 21
sales@z-editions.be
www.z-editions.be

Z-editions reserves the right to alter material,
dimensions and characteristics without prior notice.
—
For information on the full De Zetel range,
don’t hesitate to contact us.
—
Publisher and authors exercised great care in the compilation of this magazine.
They accept no liability for damages of any kind resulting from incorrect entry
and/or printing errors. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced. Stored in a retrieval system, or published in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without
prior written consent of the publisher. As to what is included in this release is
not known so far tried the service to trace copyright. Where there is error of
the copyrights of this service is based on information obtained in good faith.
Publisher accepts no liability for any lack of consent of copyright owners.
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